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Editorial | Welcome
 
It hasn’t rained in weeks... from the window I can see children playing with 
sprinklers on a font lawn... a woman 
walks barefoot across the street her shoes 
under her arm...

Dear Friends,

Welcome to the third issue of NPR. 
Come on in and order something 
cool, summer is here and the mercury 
is rising. 

The fields are brown and a month of 
ascending heat has left a dense fug of 
an atmosphere that can only cleared 
by a storm. 

So then, for the summer issue of NPR we’re opening up the window to 
the cool breeze of freedom... we’re talking emancipation from the dog 
days of summer and constraints of any kind... be they political, physical, 
sociological or psychological.
 
In this febrile political atmosphere we’re studying the boiling point, 
welcoming words of release, revolt, revolution and revelation... poems as 
pure and cooling as a drink of water on a hot summers day.

Poets have always recognised that the path to truth is anything but linear. 
As Emily Dickinson said, 

‘Tell all the truth but tell it slant —
Success in Circuit lies’

John Clare, patron saint of the NPR
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We live in an age of disputed truths, fake news and alternative facts. 
Technological advancement allows the entire history of the knowable 
world to exist at one time and can be combined with another. It can be 
revised and reformed. Truth lies now not in the events but in the wilful 
manipulation of the response to the events.

How should a poet react to such circumstances? In their own way poets 
must be miniature propogandists, commanding hyperbole, sloganeering 
to get their message heard.

So in this month’s NPR we’re offering a platform for poets to practice their 
rhetoric and have their message heard. Our very own Speakers’ Corner. 
We invite you to pull up some grass and listen in.

Tom Harding

Editor, Northampton Poetry Review



“Come we to the summer, to the summer we will come...”

Summer - John Clare



ISSUE 3: LIBERTY 
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She has already left
the country of her birth,
crossed into another
searching for that rare
seam of freedom heard
through the rhythm of language.
Surviving under a blue
glaze of sky she attends
signature classes without
a visa or borders.
Measuring tenderness and rewinning
understanding by expressing
a coherent phrase
about being human.
Her melody of time
recorded in a mind
where compositions are learnt
by striving towards
an horizon cleansed
by a universal beat.

Byron Beynon 
REFUGEE JAZZ
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Nick Laroombs
WE LIVE...

We live in permanent marker pen.
Given the freedom to do anything
I choose the doing of nothing.
Time doesn’t pass
It is spent.
I’m broke.



A small boy is in line for the slide,
his rubber boots like fish scales in the light.
 
I think of a thousand bright scarves let loose 
in the wind, how they rain down 
 
on flagpoles, snag shingles and car doors,
the sound that glass makes when it breaks
under water. 
 
This small boy wants. 
A child ahead holds a truck that honks 
a thousand geese. 
 
He is bigger by a thousand breaths, 
knows shadows are the same gauze 
as a rib of fabric.  
 
He hits and takes, 
 
runs the truck into the mud, 
into the blooms that are melting 
 
off the trees like a thousand 
blood-blisters, a thousand aches. 
 
His father sees, plucks him close, 
 
bends him over a knee and hits, 
to teach the boy that hitting is bad. 
 

10

Megan Merchant
AIRSTRIKE DAMASCUS



I think of a thousand strings 
latched to kites and a thousand 
 
exhales that keep them from falling.  

11
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Our houses were prisons
With immaculate housekeeping
The heavyset vacuum cleaner
A matronly guard
Pacing back and forth along the hallway
In her predictable route
A symbol of order
That tore inadequacy
From the carpet fibres
You ached for freedom –
Would lift the heavy window from its frame
And step out on the roof
In twenty below
To look for a path
Through the orderly landscape
Of upper-middle class homes
But escape was impossible –
Snow, street and suburb beyond
Were lit in lunar searchlight
And there was nowhere to run to
You would come back inside
Sift through piles of contraband
Atwood
And Kerouac
Quote slogans
From literary freedom fighters
I heard you’re still there
Carving the days into your skin
I hope that one day
I’ll read the news

Diana Lynch 
SURBURBAN CELLMATES
For Mel



Illustration by Giada Cattaneo
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And find that you’ve not only escaped –
You’ve absconded.
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B. Clavery
CAFE SCENE

If someone told you
this was the midpoint of your life
and at a precise moment while you 
were lifting your second cup of coffee 
to your lips a lever had been thrown
causing the axis of your life to tilt downwards
and an unseen ball to drop and begin
a rattling descent towards the inevitable
what would you do?
Would you embrace this new awareness as freedom?
Perhaps ask the knockout redhead
reading Proust by the window to lunch?
Or would you remain seated, just as your are,
waiting for that slim channel of sun
to make it’s creep across the tiled floor towards you?
Letting it slowly embrace your arm 
with the soft warm caress of an old flame
you’ve not seen in many years?
Well in your heart you know
either choice is right.
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Natasha Painter
A WOMAN’S PLACE

Beef stew, piping hot
Simmered to perfection on a sparkling stove.
The labours of my love,
The only product of my days,
Washed clean from scalded red hands
With lemon Fairy Liquid.

The sun filters through the blinds,
Casts black bars over the table
Across the fine white china’s face.
I drop silverware at your key in the door.
Jagged metal forced inside cold, unyielding steel –
I am reminded of us in bed last night.

‘Where have you been?’
‘Nowhere, hon.’

This dance we do when you return:
You take two steps forward
I take three steps back.
You close the gap between us with one strong arm.
I feel the fabric of my dress tear
With one feeble whisper of protest.

I grasp the seams, pull them together
Before I come undone.
You grasp me too,
Green finger-kisses on my arms,
And tell me exactly where I’ve been.
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Bitter salt bites the tongue
Upturned over side the ferryboat.
The sea recoils with inward sigh
And returns with vicious slap,
Scalds her cheeks in reprimand
For being careless with her contents.

One handbag filled with bare essentials –
Laced with painkillers, pantyliners,
Borrowed money almost too late.
She clutches tightly to her lap
One frail leather shield to conceal
The swollen reason of her passage.

Its lead-weight would sink her to the ocean floor
If not the boat between them,
Swaying with her insides.
Seems the sea spray turns red before her eyes
And drips
Slowly down
The ferry’s thighs.

BELFAST TO LIVERPOOL
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Christine Meanwell
TEN MILES OUT

to sea
after the wave

impassionate waters
sentence me

incarcerated
without walls
alone on my roof

a floating remnant
of previous existence,
floors and doors void

windows 
no longer required
to view the sea-salted
debris, once loved. 

Somewhere,   
lost there,
grotesque terrain
lies, exhausted.  

Waiting, thirsting
wanting to stay
on my deck
denying the loss
bobbing up and down 
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up

and down, 

ripped from land’s grasp          

simply the sea’s plaything                               

a child’s abandoned toy -                                          

I must remember 
to smile when rescued.
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While deciphering a screen 
full of the arcana of my craft, 
I jumped at a sudden thump. 
 
A pigeon had crashed against 
my study window glass, 
and fallen to the grass below. 
 
Stunned to a momentary daze, 
it righted itself and flew away, 
perhaps chastened or bemused. 
 
I reasoned my misguided bird 
had thought the glass-reflected sky 
promised lift on which to soar. 
 
An understandable mistake: 
I myself saw a patch of sky 
through the self-same window, 
 
and craved the freedom of flight 
through unresisting air 
to somewhere, anywhere, but here. 

David Olsen
PILOT ERROR



I catch a firefly,
it doesn’t know it’s caught,
my hands open,
it doesn’t dart,
shows no thanks for freedom,
inconceivable,
it might say, catch me again
but it can’t define caught,
catch me or catch me not,
I just keep lightning,
until I don’t,
then again,
I don’t know don’t.

Tim Philippart
FIREFLY FREEDOM

20
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freedom comes down
to people
in a way I’m thinking
what they can and can’t do
as basic as that

chosen fetters
unheld by walls inside
wind on the face
as big as they can get
an option to make mistakes.

Constance Schultz
CHAINS OF CHOICE

Illustration by Giada Cattaneo



Stepping out onto the front porch, 
they pass around and talk and smile into 
a prized ball of wadded-up blankets, 
which after a few weeks will sprout arms 
and legs—and then later, fifteen years later, 
will set fire to the Beaver Dam Baptist Church. 
 
Before being taken to juvenile detention, 
just to break one last rule, he unbuckles 
and removes the dog’s collar and chases him 
out of the yard. This is notable because 
at his father’s strict insistence, their dog 
for his entire life was never to be, and has 
 
never been, untethered from the tree 
behind the garage. Not knowing what else to do, 
the dog starts to run, teaching himself 
how it’s done as he goes. Slow fast faster. 
Feeling a sudden and odd but not unwelcome 
weightlessness, he rises off the ground, 
 
scissoring diagonally between two oaks and on 
up into a cloudless sky. Looking out over a carpet 
of cornfields encircled by mountains, he sees 
below him the gravel road, and moving along it 
like a zipper, trailing an expanding but promptly 
dispersing cone of dust, the speeding police car.  

Ben Sloan
LEAVING
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Step on a crack; you’ll break your mother’s back.
Cross the border at midnight; they call you wetback.
 
Pick the apples, the nuts, the oranges from trees,
up down up down up down — such a strong back!
 
Share stories by the fire in your native tongue,
how it stirs such hatred, such ire—Go back
 
to your shithole country! they chant, they scream.
Your children can no longer dream; we take back
 
our promises. After all, it’s what ‘Mericans do best,
like taking from the Natives, and never giving back.
 
This behavior trickles straight down from the top,
learned from our leaders as they hoard their greenbacks.
 
Now, show us your papers or we’ll send you back.
No empty seats for Jesus. Not even in the back. 

Shawn Aveningo Sanders
LIBERTY TURNS HER BACK
(a ghazal)
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The flickering tv light__
Blue blinking furnace, there in the corner.
There in the corner it tries to speak,
with no mouth or words of worth.

Opposite, upon a corduroy couch,
stare their vacant eyes.
A glazed window proving dualist.
The wound mechanism. It sits.

Ghostly projections continue to wash the walls,
only he is somewhere else.
A free forming elysian field unfolding
beyond the grey matter. It is home, it is home,

a zone to visit at leisure. 'Tis madness!
An unguided hand distracted,
feeling the walls of this divine cell.
feeling for braille clues and ideas to sell.

This strada regina. Be stripped of senses;
the malice of daemons ignored,
the absence of angels embraced.
And then the commercials hit!

You have been entertained,
educated and/or informed.
For a time he had escaped
...and learnt nothing.

24

Chris Fordham
RENÉ SWITCHES OFF



The machine it has learnt to speak,
and he wishes the dream would return.

Illustration by Giada Cattaneo
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“I will look upon her face, I will in her beauty rest, 
And lay my aching weariness upon her lovely breast.”

Summer - John Clare



FEATURED POET 
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Marion Michell
BUR

Fleur Ubu, da-da-daughter, flays a dream,
a winter dream, wild, proud and proper,
such slurry notions, the heat of carpet burns
and dizzy turns, she sways, she sways, pray
no-one counts the skins she sheds,
boy, hornbill, seal pup, sorceress;
time coils mid-fright and catches fire,
bones crack like match sticks, hungry
fingers tear the flesh away - naked, naked
she culls a core

‘Growing Pains’ by Marion Michell
Dimensions: 25 cm x 50 cm and 24.5 cm x 44 cm 
Materials: crocheted from a virgin wool/polyester mixture
(2011)

http://www.marionmichell.com/page4.htm
http://www.marionmichell.com/page4.htm
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When the pain goes I half suppose my flesh marked, transformed. A 
growth of lichen, say, with its warm turmeric tint; a layer of cool, silvery 
fish-scales; traces of the glacial burn of chain-mail melting into skin. 
Best of all a delicate, graceful articulation of relief on the site of its worst  
excesses: once the sharp, piercing jolts give over to prickling, tingling  
sensations (as if the top of my skull were open or at least porous), the 
tiniest, downiest feathers could unfurl in the round, a bit like a peacock’s 
crest – thin stalks topped with trembling blowballs.

But there is nothing, not a wound, not a bruise, not even the flushed tone 
of a limb pressed against the mirror, straining elsewhere.

MUTATION
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ODE

I won’t write an ode to my old hiking boots, no, I won’t. 
Nor to the paths trodden, forest, coastal, city-wide; 
the scents encountered, the views, the people; 
the shared or solitary pleasures; soundscapes, silences. 
The intense but never deadening tiredness after walking 
in all weathers, mile by snaking mile; 
the blisters, scratches, bruises, nature’s exuberant citations; 
lungs filled with yonder; real hunger; deep and satisfying sleep. 
No use retracing steps. Much is forgotten.
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ORACLE

Skin a pilfered, painful thing, clearly not mine as much too tight. No 
touching! No budging either, utterly depleted, and yet so wired I might 
stretch and pull the sky down for a wrestling match. Senses rule in  
radar mode. Days shine too bright. Odours breed and multiply. Worst: 
ears catch at sounds rapaciously. The world plays trumpet in my bed; birds 
toot their tremolos, the rowdy lot. I hear a thousand sirens growl – their 
heads were shorn! My say-so: no chance to heed their clown-mouthed 
calls when all I need is rest. 

Carer knows: no hoovering in vicinity. The cutlery drawer is the enemy. 
Oh the din! Leg, wing, fin – how can I get away? Auricle just wouldn’t say.
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SUN

New claim to fame: moving from bed to front room floor most  
afternoons, placing my head where sun moons over its favourite  
carpet patch. I follow its trajectory, face turning this way, that,  
lapping up light as if posing for a sluggard’s role in a film I’ll never  
see. It’s a regular in-door roam, and now I’m filled with wishing:  
garden (I do swing by occasionally), gallery, bookshop, ocean,  
mountain-top.

When you’re supine behind is under, and in front above. 
I want     
               up.     
  
                       up 

    up
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ABOUT MARION MICHELL

I am a London-based visual artist & writer. For years I created in the supine. 
Ever since worsening health drained function from clever hands I’ve poured my 
art into writing.

Turning language into adventure is both challenge and survival plan. My  
‘Textlings’ are carefully crafted, concise chronicles of a life framed by a debilitat-
ing and little understood disease – Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (M.E.). I zoom in 
on aspects of vague, laboured days with an artist’s eye, hoping to deliver focus 
and vibrancy (with a good dose of humour) where fatigue reigns. A new project 
is in work: a series of short, more playful poems called ‘Humbles’, with broader 
themes. They are posted daily on Facebook and Instagram. 

In 2015 I won first prize in the QUICK.SAND flash competition of the  
Berlin-based English language literary journal SAND with Cuffs & Collars. In 
December 2016 my book SUPINELY SUBLIMELY was published by Palewell 
Press.

Art http://www.marionmichell.com
Blog https://supinesublime.wordpress.com
Twitter @marjojo2004
Instagram @marjojo2017

http://palewellpress.co.uk/
http://palewellpress.co.uk/
http://www.marionmichell.com
https://supinesublime.wordpress.com
http://www.twitter.com/marjojo2004
https://www.instagram.com/marjojo2017


FURTHER POEMS 



My friend has been divided into perforated sheets of new stories 
I tell her how I’m pretty here despite having being quartered myself
about the monsters that are loose in my bedroom again
the obscenities that come to the table at lunch.

“I guess I liked to be scared. There’s no other reason for my brutal 
sophistry 
and tearing my hair out in mock terror is fun
and ripping my brain into confetti is fun
I enjoyed nightmares when I was a child, and this where I belong.”

Huge fish with sharp teeth complain about their weight
tell stories and poems that have been gnawed in half.
My last nightmare was almost as thin as I used to be.
I tell her how I’m pretty here when she sends me pictures of her: 

Posing on the beach with nubile Afrikaners.
Washing oil off of penguins and seals. 
In bed with her new cat.

35

Holly Day
PEN PAL
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The moon is looking tired.
He’s barely able to lift himself
above the blackened fields
as he rolls beside you
in the passenger window,
his heavy eye bleary with field dust.
He’s staying awake now
only to see you home.
So tired from seeing us all home.

Tim Gadhorn
NIGHT DRIVE
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SUMMER PIECES

I
What can I tell you?
Except we’re alive
and the sun is shining.
Imagine that.

II

Look how foolish this weather makes you,
you’re wearing a colour
that’s not black or blue
even your ego is light now
taken with a type of drunkenness
that has you wandering out
into the street ready to renounce
every decision you’ve ever made.

III

The trees give the appearance
of listening,
leaning in closely
to our quiet communion.
When the breeze moves
between us,
they rattle with every word
I meant to say.
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IV

You speak of darkness
in your own small way,
on the street and in the park,
with the sun hiding
between the fingers of the trees
and peeking behind building tops,
while we wander in and out
of the afternoon light,
just as we have drifted
in out of each others lives,
waiting for the something
like certainty to take hold.

V

I lie beside your sleeping shoulder,
and listen through a static of traffic
and city song, my heart tuned
to your music.
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How promising the measure
a few simple words impart
to the subtle mind and heart
suffused with springtime languor:
 
measure of the budded trees
shading the screen portico
of the household where you go
to drift in a warming breeze—
 
for now, in winter, blossoms  
may adorn the stony bough,  
and cherry or plum endow
your reach with radiant sums;
 
and time’s long lapse not derange
the clarity of your eye,
as further seasons reel by,
as passions grow yet more strange.

William Conelly
FURTHER SEASONS
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Ian C Smith
AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTEEN WAYS

Arabs fan fainted me, dehydrated in Aden.
In Tahiti I fall ill, bronchitis amid humid splendour.
At a summer camp in Dutchess County I get the sack.
Cops warn me for hitch-hiking after sundown in Maine.
In the wintry Cotswolds I wheeze in a bedewed attic.
A lost aunt is found in Liverpool post-Toxteth.
I cycle The Orkneys crabwise in North Atlantic gusts.
Ireland’s west coast lays me low with gastric misery.
Norway’s Customs suspect me of being drug cunning.
East German guards check for smuggled children.
Strasbourg hustlers flog me a carved vase that leaks.
Blackfly bitten bloodsucked, I itch The Cabot Trail.
On Newfoundland my backpack tips me backward in a bog.
Quick wits save me from a crazy in Thunder Bay.
Sailing The Inside Passage I awaken soaked on deck.
On the MI I leave lifeline money in a telephone box.
Bronchial again, in Barcelona, Las Ramblas torpor.
A drunken South African punches me on a plane.
My years approaching roads’ end, I savour souvenirs.
Again?  Where do we queue for the Time Machine?   



using paint mixed with blood   from deer 
who feed upon the land   where soil mixes
with remains of crushed human bones   
he paints    alone    easel erect   
sheltered by Pine trees 
 
his brush strokes are deft   free from constraint
first a pair of shoes   bound together by laces    
next twisted spectacles   a white flag with red cross
a railway track   disappears   over the edge of canvas  
 
a bird cries in the distance    soon forgotten
he packs away his palette   easel   treasured objects   
slowly walks barefoot to the village of Treblinka 
painting   2/8/43   trussed under his arm
in the hope that someone   will take it off his hands
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Tina Edwards 
DEEP IN THE FOREST
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Squatting in the hot empty back street
on the patched black sheen of road repairs 
in her Clarks sandals and white socks
in her out grown school uniform
soon to be discarded for sundress and hat
prising with bitten fingernails clagged and stained
absorbed in retrieving the dark jewels 
from the lines and islands in a random scatter
of blue black tar melting, pulled up by the hot sun
the pungent richness of the potent scent
settles in the tender nose.

Yvonne Mitton
TAR: 
the start of the summer holiday 1953



The information boards display photographs
Of the priory, eight hundred years old;
Tower, cloister, buttress stones, meandering path,
Dry stone wall and, beyond, the distant folds.
 
Nearly everything’s gone now, bar the partition wall
And the fallen in timbers of the roof 
That cross the aisle aslant like uncarved stalls,
Though the aisle is long gone too.
 
Overgrown acres of faded grass,
A crumbling archway that once held a door,
The chancel’s tracery unstained with glass,
Corbels lay like skulls on the floor.
 
Tidings of dog collared magpies preach
To a congregation of broken stones
With weather-wiped epitaphs, a jut of teeth,
Above centuries of forgotten bones.
 
All this turfed up to get out of Europe,
To take back our God given rights –
No one knew then, either, what they’d stir up,
Or what ruins they’d make in the fight.

Colin Bancroft
DISSOLUTION
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Keiron Farrow
INTERVIEW CONCLUDED 7th FEBRUARY 09:44

The last time
she was on my mind
as much,
I was falling like a feather
into love that
would hold fast forever:
staring straight at the Sun
as careless as Icarus.
 
Now, down
on the rent raised ground,
shrouded in
seething, saliva splattered mist;
amygdala hijacked
by hitmen dreams,
poisoned pie recipes; 
shattered windscreens
 
and limbs tangled
in twisted Citroën metal;
I’m able to settle 
all debts except one:
where I borrowed nothing
yet submitted everything.
I realise now our “Goodbye”
was “See you later” in disguise,
 
and that hate only hurts 
the hater.
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Mike Lewis-Beck
MOUNTAIN HEAT

Now even the mornings dawn hot
cool air no longer washing down
 
from the mountains.  The sun earlier
and earlier, and stronger,
 
stings my eyes.
Looking out the open cabin window
 
light shimmers blue like cobalt
water running down the diminished arroyo:
 
even the caws from the crows
sound parched.
 
The chaparral holding the cliff crumble—
the green it once had—
 
that remembers her,
that remembers my thirst.
 
I stay still,
trying to tame that.
 
I wonder: Robin with her aqua
eyes like copper mountain pools—
 
would she have squinted, laughed at the sun?
I would drink her waters.
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LADY ON THE BUS

next to me on the Truro run - red bun,
cream skin, rising breath. What is your name?
You hawk me brass monkeys to bask in the garden sun.
Next to me on the Truro run – red bun -
your hair, its auburn strands so freely done. 
Tomorrow’s bus trip sure won’t be the same,
next to me on the Truro run –no red bun, 
cream skin, rising breath. What is your name?
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AUGUST LOVE FLOWERS

Rose of Sharon,
Naked Lady
pink and wearing Corn flowers.
 
Who gets your first kiss?



Michael Lauchlan
ANOTHER SECRET
for Mary and Leah

The passing away of people and things is not the only secret of time.
Milosz

A fire starts--under pines 
along the railroad, where kids meet
to get high. I call it in 

and hustle down the track 
to watch and wait. Flames 
spread up and out from a dead tree 

to the limbs of a live one. 
So deliberately, firemen park 
and fill canisters and cross a field 

as flames rise on a breeze. 
Today, wind rising, grass 
greening even as we watch

everything blooms and stabs.
How high can flames climb  
before a pine goes silent? 

How long is too long?
After they tamp down the blaze, 
stretch hoses and drown embers,

I’ll drift through char,
inhaling soot as though
it were a kind of hope. 
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ODE TO A MORNING

Last month’s wind drove us
like a line of helmeted cops.
Now the ice relents. Not 
yet red, not even gray
so indecently early, the sky
softens like my wife waking 
to find me beside her, still
watching for her eyelids 
to flutter into life. 
A bird I can’t name calls
insistently--forkeeps, forkeeps
and I’d stand looking at branches
combing this tousled light, stand 
like a child in the slow dawn-- 
except for work, like a truck-horn
goading me in traffic, saying move 
damn you, drive it or park it, 
let out the clutch. Go. 
We’ve seen a thousand, ten
thousand mornings, a million,
building or plowing or paving
a parking lot, hurrying to a shop
or a hospital, walking a beat,
but--admit it--this one 
hurts our eyes, unready
as we are for the unformed,
shapely mass of day.
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I fell for the scent.

                             Gardenias

in

    water

             glasses,

Crafted with tender

                               fibers,

Molded from

                      clay.

She smiles at me from across

                                               generations.

Are you hungry?

You?

I take my

               tea on the

                                porch.

Across the

                 lake I see you swimming.

Long, smooth

                       strokes,

James Sanchez
THE SCENT
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The

       water barely disturbed,

As it should be.

                          Years

ago, we swam together in

                                         Ellijay;

Our

      feet dueled under a

                                      tarp

of

    branches.

Our

       bodies

a

   miracle

of

    pointillism.

My

      Tea

 cools;

My

      Tears

 pool.

You emerge from the

                                   lake;
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The

       pieces

of

    lake

flow off you.

You look up towards the

                                        porch;

I wave.

You turn your

                       back

on me.

You take your

                       hair,

squeeze the

                   lake

from it.

            Waterfalls

between now and then,

In a

       blink,

 all is new;

In a

      breath,

we are renewed.
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Martin Johns
OVERLOOKING THE SQUARE

Overlooking the square
Some refused to remove their fedoras. 
My dear, I begged them to do so
but they simply strode-in
sat near the larger of the oval windows
that overlook the square. 
 
It was so pleasantly cool that afternoon
and there was the faint smell of cinnamon.
 
Their eyes my dear, their eyes, were like birds
caught in a net. Javier lit a Turkish cigarette.
Marcus scribbled in his small black notebook.
Just as he always did, in that tortured way.
Oh, my dear, those poets, those courageous 
poets my dear, were at it writing again.
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’Lights a cigarette’
-But now she’s dead, she’s so dead-
Tom Waits was a translator
He could put moments in songs
The secret was to make a 1 to 1.
-He had a bulletproof smile-
I reach out for another cigarette
Love burned too fast with the last one
I don’t want to lose the song either
Behind me alcohol, pheromones & pop music
Create what we call a Russian salad of noise
I like that food only on holidays
I see people coming out tipsy
Most of them monochrome
-He knew everyone’s secrets- 
Maybe I should go home
The short haired girl I thought she’s cool
Might just enjoy my outfit
Like I enjoy the pattern of the building in front
Window after window after window
People after people after people
Monochrome is so strong in this place
That even the light of my almost finished love(cigarette)
Is black and white
I might as well leave it be
‘Reaches out the pocket’
I promised it will only be one
And it was, I just kept lighting one 
Before I put another one off
-Don’t let a kiss fool you-
They still get out through my right, still mono, still
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RB Catalin
THE LADY IN THE RED DRESS



 
In the distance the alee lights look down on her
A red spot in a vast blackness
Rosette nebula amongst monochromes
Fades, goes deeper and deeper, takes over the stars
Through her they pass
Her clumsy je m’en fiche tells me 
She still cares about the world
I reach out for the lighter but I can’t seem to find it
I am beyond the point of panicking
-Now she’s dead, she’s so dead-
‘Sigh
Throws cigarette’ 
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“I’ll lean upon her breast and I’ll whisper in her ear 
That I cannot get a wink o’sleep for thinking of my dear;”

Summer - John Clare



FEATURES
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WORKING MAN’S BLUES
Routine is essential to any writer so how do poets with day jobs find time 
to write? On the bus in the morning commute? In bed at night? We asked 
Twitter & poets shared their daily routines...

“I collect snippets and ideas as they come to 
mind, saving them in notes on my phones or 
scraps of paper that double as bookmarks. I work 
compressed hours so I can have one whole day 
off a fortnight to craft those ideas into articles, or 
poems, or whatever it is they need to be.”  
@JuliaRKendal

“I formulate the words on my head on the shop 
floor, often saying them out loud which might 
be odd to some customers! and then after shift 
immediately get it transcribed.” 
@Keironhiggspoet

“Always end up hitting my writing stride about five minutes before I leave for 
school run...” @amandaqwriter

“I write mostly after work, sometimes late into the evening, especially when 
faced with a looming deadline. Also try to make the most of weekends. I read 
during my public transit commute to and from work.” @Sury_here

“I’m more early bird than night owl. My study will be good, once the builders 
have finished. Coffee shops are excellent for people watching, unless there’s 
cheesy music. Buses are brilliant. I’ve a series of bus poems. Only Philistines 
cut bus routes.” @blaurock

“I’m a late night writer. Everyone else in the house is asleep and I will set up 
with notepad and pen at the kitchen table. Sometimes I write when alone in a 
cafe, always carry a notebook!” 
@ChrisFordham

http://www.twitter.com/JuliaRKendal
http://www.twitter.com/Keironhiggspoet
http://www.twitter.com/amandaqwriter
http://www.twitter.com/Sury_here
http://www.twitter.com/blaurock
http://www.twitter.com/ChrisFordham
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THE WORKING POET SERIES #1
Welcome to a new series where we look at the day jobs of poets... starting 
with T.S. Eliot

No. 1 - T.S. Eliot... ‘Measuring Out 
My Life with Coffee Spoons...’

TS Eliot worked for Lloyd’s Bank 
between 1917 & 1925 during which 
he wrote and published perhaps the 
most seminal poem of modernist  
literature, The Waste Land.

In a low ceilinged basement in  
Henrietta Street in London, with  
constant footfall passing just above his 
head, TS Elliot worked every weekday 
(and one Saturday a month) for eight 
years within the Colonial and Foreign  
Department of Lloyds Bank. By all 
accounts Eliot took to his role with 
keen dedication, enjoying from it the 
rhythms and minutia of everyday life that underpineed his writing.
 
Even with the success that followed the publication of The Waste Land 
he continued to remain employed at the bank, a decision that seemed to 
bother his literary contemporaries more than himself.  When members 
of the Bloomsbury Group attempted to form an “Eliot Fellowship Fund”, 
which would allow him to write full time he seemed irked by the offer 
and rejected it. Not only did he value his position he seemed suited to it, 
as Aldous Huxley observed Eliot was,  “the most bank-clerky of all bank 
clerks.” 

In 1925 he took an extended leave of absence following a breakdown. He 
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was also ill influenza, both circumstances not likely helped by the hours 
he spent within the airless basement where his days were spent. 

Still a memo from this time reflects the camaraderie he shared with his 
colleagues from the bank,  

‘The boys and girls are all looking forward to seeing you on Monday next 
without fail’  

Eliot left the bank later that year to take up a position within the publish-
ing house Faber & Faber. His acceptance to his new position  owed less to 
his virtues as a writer but rather that he was a skilled and astute business 
man.

Profession: Banking
Routine: 9:15 am to 5:30 pm Monday through Friday (plus a Saturday a 
month) 



Liberation Libations
Our music editor Sun Pie chooses his favourite 12 songs influenced by 
Liberty.  Find the playlist via our twitter feed @NPoetryReview
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I Shall Be Released - Bob Dylan
Dylan wrote songs about personal liberation, often his own. Here he serves up 
one for the greater good, sweetly delivered.

Compared to What - Lee McCann, Eddie Harris
How does a song like this come into existence? It feels like it must have come to 
earth fully formed. A rare thing.

Freedom Highway - The Staple Singers
This one thunders like an undergound train. Passing through windows and 
doors shaking. Time to cling on or give up.

Oh Bondage! Up Yours! - X-Ray Spex
The suprise here is the saxophone. It cleans out your ears. It raises a flag and 
bares its soul.

Nothing - The Fugs
Counter culture despair. Not all liberating anthems lead to green open spaces. 
This one’s a full stop. An end to thought. A defeat of isms and schisms

Higher Ground - Stevie Wonder
This one aims high. Set a new bar for respect and rectitude. He brings us with 
him until we feel changed.

At the Purchaser’s Option - Rhiannon Giddens
A song about inherent human virtue. Serious music for serious times.

A Change Is Gonna Come - Sam Cooke
A song so good that they should have put it in the voyager capsule and let it 
speak for all of mankind. 
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Dog - Lawrence Ferlenghetti
The dogs trots freely through the street and what he sees are his reality... Here’s 
one through the poets eye - captured at street level.

Black Steel In The Hour of Chaos - Public Enemy
A prison break song that puts dynamite to servitude. It blows the hinges off then 
walks out whistling.

I Shall Be Released - Nina Simone
A popular notion is that Dylan’s songs sound better in other people’s voices. We 
know this isn’t true. But this one is transformed into something else entirely. A 
new entity equally perfect. 



COLIN BANCROFT is a poet currently living in the North Pennines. He was 
the winner of the 2016 poets and players prize and is currently working on a 
PhD evaluating the ecocritical in the poetry of Robert Frost.

BYRON BEYNON lives in Swansea. His work has appeared in several publica-
tions including Northampton Poetry Review, Agenda, London Magazine, Po-
etry Ireland, The Yellow Nib and Planet. Collections include Cuffs (Rack Press) 
and The Echoing Coastline (Agenda Editions).

RB CATALIN. Robert-Catalin Barbu(RB Catalin<--pseudo), is an artist and 
poet currently based in Northampton. His poetry touches on different styles 
from poetic journals to narrative and abstract poetry. He is the admin of the 
social media pages (Instagram and Facebook) called Capnobatae where poetry 
and other forms of art are being constantly promoted.

GIADA CATTANEO is an Italian illustrator and a word-lover with a strong 
Italian accent. Some people call her “Honey Jade.” Giada moved to Miami after 
completing her Bachelor’s Degree in History of Contemporary Art at the Uni-
versity of Bologna. Giada has collaborated with many editors and publishers in 
Italy: Italia Art Magazine (Roma), Enrico Folci Editore (Roma), SensoInverso 
Edizioni (Ravenna), UAO Edizioni (L’Aquila), Eventualmente Edizioni (Paler-
mo), Freaks Edizioni (Faenza), Cacofonico Editore( Faenza), Fermenti Editrice 
(Roma), Progetto Flaneri Edizioni (Roma), Zacem Cultural Association (Savo-
na), L’URLO Magazine (Ancona), il Cacofonico Magazine (Faenza). Her paint-
ings have been shown at Jakmel Art Gallery, Wynwood Art District, Miami. 
In the United States, Giada’s illustrations have been published in: Four-
teen Hills Magazine (San Francisco State University), Black Scat Review, 
Meat for Tea Magazine, The writing disorder, Midtown Miami Magazine,   
Puerto del Sol (New Mexico State University), The B’K bitchin’ kitsch, Sea 
Foam Magazine,Canyon Voices Literary Magazine (Arizona State University),  
Broad! Magazine Sincerely Magazine, The Fem Magazine, 13th Floor Magazine 
(University of Nebraska). Giada’s website is www.honeyjade.com

B. CLAVERY is an expert in the field of revisionist art. He resides and Malibu 
and is the editor of Sluggish: A Magazine of the Transformative Arts.
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Author Biographies

http://www.honeyjade.com


WILLIAM CONELLY. After military service, William Conelly took both  
Bachelor's and Master's Degrees in English at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara.  Unrelated post-grad work followed before he returned to academia 
in 2000.  Since then, he's served in both the US and the UK as an associate  
professor, tutor and seminar leader in writing and English Studies.  With three 
grown sons and dual citizenship, he now resides primarily in the West Midlands 
town of Warwick.  The Able Muse Press published an assortment of his verse 
dating back four decades in 2014; it's titled Uncontested Grounds and may be 
reviewed at www.ablemusepress.com - or - more easily - via Amazon. 

HOLLY DAY’s poetry has recently appeared in The Cape Rock, New Ohio 
Review, and Gargoyle. Her nonfiction publications include Music Theory for 
Dummies, Music Composition for Dummies, Guitar All-in-One for Dummies, 
Piano and Keyboard All-in-One for Dummies, Walking Twin Cities, Nordeast  
Minneapolis: A History, and Stillwater, Minnesota: A History. Her  
newest poetry collections, A Perfect Day for Semaphore (Finishing Line Press), 
I’m in a Place Where Reason Went Missing (Main Street Rag Publishing Co.), 
and Where We Went Wrong (Clare Songbirds Publishing)  will be out mid-2018, 
with The Yellow Dot of a Daisy already out on Alien Buddha Press.

TINA EDWARDS is a newly published poet who currently lives in North  
Somerset. She has been published in Reach Poetry by Indigo Dreams Publishing, 
Clear Poetry, Amaryllis Poetry and Visual Verse amongst others. She can also be 
found over at Poetry Super Highway in the USA. When not writing poetry and 
prose, she enjoys photography, walking and tending to her ducks.

KEIRON FARROW is resident of Northampton (St James). He has previously 
written, published and performed poetry. After seeing Kate Tempest live last 
year, he resolved to re-engage with his poetic leanings.

CHRIS FORDHAM has been a resident of Northampton since attending the 
university there in 2008, studying a BA joint in creative writing and philosophy. 
He mostly writes and performs music but has maintained an interest in poetry 
and long story writing since leaving the university. Chris is currently writing 
his second novel whilst revising the draft of his first, and is also planning on  
releasing his first complete album of original songs this July.

TIM GADHORN spent many a year working in the greeting card industry 
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https://www.ablemusepress.com/books/william-conelly-uncontested-grounds-poems
https://wezzlehead.wordpress.com/ 


before retiring to the town of Kettering in Northamptonshire. Last year he  
produced an award winning biography of the American poet Henry Timrod 
entitled Frailer than the Flowers.

MARTIN JOHNS has an MA in creative writing (poetry) from Manchester  
Metropolitan University. Martin has been published in poetry magazines  
including The Rialto, Acumen, South Bank Poetry, Poetry Reach, Sarasvati and 
Ink, Sweat and Tears; as well as in the anthology Over Land Over Sea: poems for 
those seeking refuge.

NICK LAROOMBS is an ultimate marathon walker, half marathon 
runner and occasional jogger. He wears a size 13 shoe (US 14).

MICHAEL LAUCHLAN lives in Michigan. His poems have landed in many 
publications including New England Review, Virginia Quarterly Review, The 
North American Review, The Dark Horse, Harpur Palate, Sugar House Review, 
Canary, Barnstorm, Louisville Review, Southword, and Poetry Ireland. His most 
recent collection is Trumbull Ave., from WSU Press.

MIKE LEWIS-BECK writes and works in Iowa City.  He has pieces in Alexandria 
Quarterly, Apalachee Review, Cortland Review, Chariton Review, Pilgrimage, 
Iowa Review, Rootstalk, Seminary Ridge Review, Taos Journal of International 
Poetry and Art, and Wapsipinicon Almanac, among other venues.  His short 
story, “Delivery in Göteborg,” received a Finalist prize from Chariton Review, 
2015.  His essay, “My Cherry Orchard in Iowa,” received recognition as one of 
the ‘Notable Essays’ in Best American Essays of 2011.  His poetry book manu-
script, Wry Encounters, was a Finalist for the 42 Miles Press Poetry Award 2016.

DIANA LYNCH lives and works in Northampton. She grew up in Canada and 
moved to the UK in 2012.

CHRISTINE MEANWELL began to write after retiring as a primary school 
teacher in Northampton. She has self-published a novel, Timescape, which 
she started on a two year Leicester University Creative Writing Course and  
completed several years later. She has recently joined a creative writers' group 
based at Abington Park Museum which has enabled her to get back to writing 
poetry and short pieces of prose, following the marathon of writing her novel. 
Christine is Northampton born and bred and still lives in the town. Her poem, 
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https://www.facebook.com/pg/CreativeWritersatNorthamptonMuseums


Ten Miles Out, was written as a response to the earthquake and Tsunami in 
Japan in 2011.

MEGAN MERCHANT lives in the tall pines of Prescott, AZ.  She is the author 
of two full-length poetry collections: Gravel Ghosts (Glass Lyre Press, 2016), 
The Dark’s Humming (2015 Lyrebird Award Winner, Glass Lyre Press, 2017), 
four chapbooks, and a children’s book, These Words I Shaped for You (Philomel 
Books). She was awarded the 2016-2017 COG Literary Award, judged by Juan 
Felipe Herrera. She is an Editor at The Comstock Review and you can find her 
work at  meganmerchant.wix.com/poet.

YVONNE MITTON is an alumni of The Royal College of Art, was the Head 
of Fashion at Nene College (now Northampton University) for 25 years before 
retiring due to ill-health.
Writing entered her life when she was asked to write an obituary for 
The Times for her friend the Northamptonshire artist Henry Bird.  
After that, through sheer serendipity, she started writing reviews and interview-
ing for the renowned world music magazine, FRoots, specialising in modern 
Algerian Rai and Turkish Sufi genres, with little bit of  electronica and Japanese 
drumming thrown in! 
Since then, after taking part in an Arts Council creative writing project held 
at Northampton Museum and Art Gallery in 2006, she and others formed the 
independent group, Creative Writers @ the Museum, still going and strong and 
currently based at Abington Park Museum. 

DAVID OLSEN’s Unfolding Origami (80pp, 2015) won the Cinnamon Press 
Poetry Collection Award, and Past Imperfect, his second full-length poetry  
collection, is forthcoming this summer from Cinnamon Press. Poetry chapbooks 
from US publishers include Exit Wounds (2017), Sailing to Atlantis (2013), New 
World Elegies (2011), and Greatest Hits (2001). His work appears regularly in 
leading journals and anthologies in US and Europe.
A poet, playwright, and fiction writer with a BA in chemistry from University of 
California-Berkeley and an MA in English and creative writing from San Fran-
cisco State University, David was formerly an energy economist, management 
consultant, and performing arts critic. He has lived in Oxford since 2002.

NATASHA PAINTER is a previously unpublished writer from Wigan. She  
studies English Literature and Creative Writing at The Open University, and 
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writes poetry both for business and for pleasure.

TIM PHILIPPART sold his business in 2015.  Tim says, ‘I love to write. So here 
I am. Since May of 2015, I have written several poems and others are scattered 
around my house, dropped like dirty socks. I write, mainly, poetry and short 
prose pieces with, in some cases, a hint of humor.’

JAMES SANCHEZ is a poet and teacher from Hialeah, Florida. He holds a 
B.A. in English from Florida International University. He teaches English and  
Creative Writing at Ronald W. Reagan Senior High School in Doral, Florida. He 
resides in Miami, Florida with his wife and son. His work has been published 
in The Acentos Review, The Apeiron Review, Mother is a Verb: a Red Paint Hill 
Anthology, The Circle Review, Blue Heron Review and Lost Coast Review.

SHAWN AVENINGO SANDERS started out as show-me girl from Missouri 
and after a bit of globetrotting finally landed in Portland, Oregon. She is a widely 
published poet who can’t stand the taste of coconut, eats pistachios daily and 
loves shoes—especially red ones! (redshoepoet.com) Shawn’s work has appeared 
in over 120 literary journals and anthologies. She’s a Pushcart nominee (2015), 
Best of the Net nominee (2017), managing editor for The Poeming Pigeon 
(thepoetrybox.com), and winner of the first poetry slam in Placerville,  
California (2012).

CONSTANCE SCHULTZ lives near Grand Coulee Dam which provides much 
inspiration and energy. She writes poems and fiction and has work published 
in multiple journals and literary magazines including Verdancies, the Calamus 
Journal and Alexander and Brooks ‘In the Name of the Voice’.

BEN SLOAN grew up on a farm in Missouri but has lived in New York and 
North Carolina. His poems have appeared in a variety of publications includ-
ing the Hartskill Review, Off the Coast, the Ozone Park Journal, the Rabbit  
Catastrophe Review, and The Saint Ann’s Review. Ben’s review of Robert  
Coover’s Huck Out West appeared in the Summer 2017 issue of Rain Taxi. He 
has a MFA from Brooklyn College and a PhD from the CUNY Graduate Center. 
He teaches at Piedmont Virginia Community College, the Fluvanna Correc-
tional Center for Women, and the Buckingham Correctional Center. The Road 
Home, a chapbook-sized collection of his poems, was released by Thirty West 
Publishing House during the spring of 2017.
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IAN C SMITH’S work has appeared in, Antipodes, Australian Book  
Review, Australian Poetry Journal,  Critical Survey,  Prole,  The Stony Thursday 
Book, & Two-Thirds North.  His seventh book is wonder sadness madness joy,  
Ginninderra (Port Adelaide).  He writes in the Gippsland Lakes area of Victoria, 
and on Flinders Island, Tasmania.



“I hunger at my meat and I daily fade away 
Like the hedge rose that is broken in the heat of the day.”

Summer - John Clare






